Abstract−In future wireless broadband networks, bandwidth demands could fluctuate abruptly due to movement of high data rate users. Dynamic bandwidth reservation plays a key role in ensuring that mobile calls are not disrupted after they are admitted into the network. We propose a dynamic guard bandwidth scheme that adapts the amount of guard bandwidth in both wired and wireless links according to real-time handoff predictions made by individual mobile terminals, leveraged by the expected widespread availability of GPS-capable wireless devices in the near future. We describe procedures for approximating irregular handoff-request boundary, and for estimating a mobile's remaining time to handoff and target handoff cell. Guard bandwidth is adjusted on the fly only when a handoff is anticipated to occur shortly. The scheme is robust against modifications in handoff parameters, as well as changes in terrain and manmade features that could affect radio propagation. It also caters for heterogeneous bandwidth requirements. Admission control algorithms for both new calls and handoff calls are provided. Simulation results show that our scheme is able to meet specified forced termination probability under high offered load, and that resources are not reserved unnecessarily.
I. INTRODUCTION
Future wireless networks are expected to support multimedia applications over a wide range of heterogeneous equipment with diverse bandwidth requirements. It is desirable that these networks could provide quality of service (QoS) guarantees similar to those provided by wired networks. However, QoS provisioning in wireless networks is even more challenging than in wired networks. In addition to problems introduced by wireless channel fading, mobility and handoff [1] , [2] place stringent requirement on network resources. Whenever a mobile terminal (MT) in an active call moves from one cell to another, network resources need to be rerouted to the new base station (BS). QoS degradation or even forced termination may occur when there is insufficient radio or backbone bandwidth to accommodate the rerouting.
From a mobile user's point of view, forced termination of an ongoing call is more objectionable than the blocking of a new call. Therefore, network resources need to be reserved in anticipation of handoffs so as to decrease forced-termination probability (P F ), even though this inevitably increases the blocking probability of new calls (P N ). One common solution is the fixed guard channel scheme [3] , [4] , in which a fixed number of channels in each cell are exclusively reserved for handoffs. Such schemes are effective only under stationary
The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA. E-mail: wsoh@ece.cmu.edu and kim@ece.cmu.edu. traffic conditions [5] , and risk under-utilizing the spectrum [6] . In addition, they only utilize local information (e.g. the amount of unused bandwidth in the current cell) for the acceptance of new calls, without considering information from neighboring cells. Since a mobile user is free to move anywhere, such an admission control scheme cannot guarantee the QoS requirements of a connection throughout its lifetime [7] .
Several schemes [5] , [7] , [8] have been proposed to dynamically allocate bandwidth resources using information obtained from both local and neighboring cells. In [7] , Oliveira et al. propose an admission control scheme in which a new/handoff call is accepted only if it can successfully reserve bandwidth in all adjacent cells, in addition to the availability of bandwidth in the local cell. The redundant reservation of bandwidth in all adjacent cells is inevitable, since there is no consideration for the individual trends of the users in the network, e.g. position, speed, and direction. In addition, each MT has to reserve bandwidth in its neighboring cells the moment it enters a cell. This inflexibility in reservation location and timing could lead to under-utilization of bandwidth resources.
Levine et al. [8] propose the concept of a shadow cluster − a set of BSs to which a MT is likely to attach in the near future. The scheme partitions time into equal intervals, and estimates the probability of each MT being in any wireless cell within the shadow cluster for future time intervals. During each time interval, the BSs exchange information about the predicted bandwidth demands for future time intervals so as to determine the feasibility of admitting new call requests. The effectiveness of this scheme, however, is closely associated with the amount of knowledge about MTs' dynamics and call holding patterns, in the form of probability density functions (pdfs), as well as the variances in these pdfs. Near-optimum solutions could be achieved if these pdfs could be accurately obtained, provided that their variances are sufficiently small. However, this remains a difficult task as the pdfs of mobile user behavior could depend on a huge number of factors, such as weather, time, traffic conditions, and emergencies.
In this paper, we describe a dynamic guard bandwidth scheme that adapts the amount of guard bandwidth in the network according to real-time handoff predictions made by individual MTs with integrated Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers, so as to keep P F of handoff calls below a specified target. Our scheme utilizes information from both local cell (bandwidth availability in current cell) and neighboring cells (bandwidth requirements of MTs that are anticipated to perform handoffs to current cell) to perform admission control for new calls. With the integration of a GPS receiver in each MT that enables it to obtain its own position information, the MT is able to predict its trends and determine when and where the guard bandwidth in the network should be adjusted in order to accommodate a handoff that is anticipated to occur shortly. This is in contrast to [7] , in which bandwidth
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Wee-Seng Soh and Hyong S. Kim 0-7803-7016-3/01/$10.00 ©2001 IEEE reservations are made in all neighboring cells, and at the moment a MT enters a cell. Also, in contrast to [8] , our scheme is based on real-time measurements of each MT's location, direction and speed, instead of relying on pdf estimates, which could be relatively difficult to obtain.
Unlike many existing work on trajectory prediction and cell residence time distribution modeling in wireless networks [9] − [11] , which assume either hexagonal or circular cells, our prediction algorithm caters for irregular cell boundaries. A series of simple calculations are performed by individual MTs to estimate the remaining time to handoff as well as the target handoff cell, based on approximated cell boundary information that is periodically broadcasted to all users in each cell. The proposed scheme is also suitable for heterogeneous bandwidth requirements, because the guard bandwidths in the network are adjusted according to the anticipated needs of individual MTs. In addition, it is scalable because all the mechanisms -guard bandwidth adaptation, handoff prediction, and admission control, are performed in a distributed manner.
Our dynamic guard bandwidth scheme is also extended to include the backbone links. Currently, little attention has been given to the underlying wired backbone infrastructure in conjunction with handoff-prioritization and its corresponding admission control. In [5] , Yu and Leung propose a mobile virtual circuit (MVC) per-call connection tree architecture that links the BSs of the current and neighboring cells to a common root node in the backbone network. By using their MVC tree architecture, the number of MTs that could initiate handoffs through each backbone link is determined by counting the number of MVCs passing through it, and its guard bandwidth could then be computed accordingly. However, their scheme only applies when all MTs have homogeneous bandwidth requirements. In addition, the scheme only works well if precise knowledge of channel holding time and cell transit statistics are available. In our work, there is no need for MVC tree architecture because we only predict a single target handoff cell for each MT, and those links whose guard bandwidth need to be adjusted could be easily determined by using the handoff rerouting functions [1] , [12] − [19] already present in the network.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section II explains how the remaining time to handoff as well as the target handoff cell of a MT could be predicted for an irregularly shaped wireless cell. Section III describes how the handoff prediction could be used to dynamically adapt guard bandwidth in both wireless cells and the underlying backbone network. In Section IV, we present our simulation model and the assumptions made. In Section V, simulation results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II. GPS-BASED HANDOFF PREDICTION
The problem of providing location-tracking capability in MTs is not new. In the United States, the FCC mandates that by Oct 1, 2001 , cellular-service providers must be able to pinpoint a wireless emergency call's originating location to within 125 m [20] . Currently, the most promising approach appears to be the integration of GPS receiver in each MT.
Volume production of GPS IC chips have driven down the extra cost of integration to between $5 to $7 per phone, with the capability of locating a caller to within 5 to 50 m in 2 to 3 seconds after dialing 911 [21] . Thus, we foresee that future MTs are likely to be equipped with GPS receivers to provide accurate location-tracking capability, and we attempt to utilize this capability to perform handoff predictions.
In order to perform handoff prediction using location information obtained from GPS receivers, we need to estimate the "boundary" of each radio cell. In this paper, we shall associate our "cell boundary" with the average distance from the antenna site at which handoff-requests usually take place. Due to terrain characteristics and existence of obstacles that interfere with radio wave propagation, the boundary of a cell is normally fuzzy and irregularly shaped [22] . This is in contrast to many existing work [9] − [11] that derived models for trajectory prediction and cell residence time distribution based on either hexagonal or circular cell assumptions.
A. Approximating the Irregular Cell Boundary
The key idea of our proposed scheme is to approximate the cell boundary using M points surrounding a BS, arranged in such a way that the radial lines drawn from the BS to these points are spaced at regular angles θ° = 360°/M apart (see Fig.  1 ). We shall refer to these points as Boundary Approximation Points (BAPs). These BAPs are represented in polar coordinates as (R n , nθ°), n = 0, 1, …, M − 1, where R n is the radial distance of the n th point from the BS. The polar axis could be chosen to point towards any arbitrary magnetic direction. In order to compute the BAPs, we require each MT to report its position (obtained from GPS receiver) and its target handoff cell to the BS every time when a handoffrequest is made. Note that a MT's target handoff cell has already been chosen by the time it makes a handoff-request. We divide the region around each BS into M sectors 1 , where the n th sector spans from azimuth (n -½)θ° to (n + ½)θ°, n = . R n is obtained as the average distance of the reported positions from the BS among those found within the n th bin. Specifically, let D i,n be the radial distance of the i th reported position within bin n, and let H n be the total number of reported positions in bin n. We obtain R n as follows:
We also associate a most likely target handoff cell T n with each BAP, if it happens to be the most commonly reported target handoff cell among the handoff-requests that occur within the bin.
The BAPs (R n , nθ°) and their corresponding most likely target handoff cells T n are stored in a table located at each BS. This table could be updated, say, once a day, based on handoff-request positions collected over the previous day. In this way, they would be robust against changes in terrain characteristics or man-made structures that could affect radio propagation, as well as modifications in handoff parameters (e.g., hysteresis margin, handoff thresholds [22] ) by the network operator. The number of entries in the table is exactly equal to the number of BAPs M. The parameter M could differ for each BS; it should be chosen experimentally to ensure that they are indeed good approximations of the cell boundary. The choice of M should depend on the size of actual BS coverage area, as well as topography; a larger BS coverage area or more irregular topographical features would require a larger M to increase the resolution of the approximated cell boundary.
In our proposed scheme, the remaining time to handoff as well as the target handoff cell estimations are to be performed by individual MTs so that the BS would not be overloaded with such computations. This brings scalability to our scheme. Therefore, we require each MT to store a copy of the BAPs, to be downloaded from the BS. The downloading is needed when a MT handoffs to a new BS, or when it makes a new call. It could be implemented either in the form of regular broadcasts, or upon demand by a MT. Suppose each BAP could be represented by four bytes, while the corresponding T n could be represented by a single byte. For M = 40, only 200 bytes of data need to be transmitted. While the additional overhead incurred might be considered large for second generation voice cellular with only 9600 bps connection bandwidth, we foresee that future generations of mobile devices should have more than sufficient bandwidth to handle it.
B. Estimating the Remaining Time to Handoff and the Target Handoff Cell
The main idea here is to predict the trajectory of each MT so as to estimate the BAP that is likely to be closest to the actual handoff-request location, and we shall refer to it as the closest BAP (CBAP). The remaining time before reaching the CBAP as well as the corresponding target handoff cell could then be estimated. The task could be very much simplified if actual map data such as road layouts are readily available.
However, such a scheme would inherently require the BS to perform centralized computations for each MT, which could lead to scalability problems. Our aim here is to develop a simple algorithm that could be handled by individual MTs, without straining their computational resources.
In our proposed scheme, each MT shall obtain its own position information at regular time intervals ∆T (typically 1s [23] ) from its GPS receiver, and keep track of its previous positions over the last Q − 1 intervals. Using a rectangular coordinate system with the current BS as the origin, the current and previous Q − 1 points are labeled as (
, where (x 0 , y 0 ) is the current position of the MT. We estimate the MT's direction of travel using linear regression over these Q points. Note that Q > 2 is required to mitigate the effects of GPS positioning errors. However, Q should not be too large, else the method could become insensitive to real changes in direction. Since we are only interested in small-scale predictions of whether the MT would handoff in the next few tens of seconds (typically less than 30s), it is reasonable to assume that a MT's direction and speed would remain almost unchanged during this period. This is especially true for vehicular movements, as roads are normally straight and sudden accelerations/decelerations are less frequent. Moreover, sharp turns are usually accompanied by a significant reduction in the vehicle's speed; since a MT performs predictions every ∆T, the reduction in speed caused by sharp turns would give more time allowance for alternative reservations to be made if the previous bandwidth reservation decision has become invalid.
We develop an O(log 2 M) method for the search of the CBAP as follows (see Fig. 2 ). Let (a n , b n ), n = 0, 1, …, M − 1, be the rectangular coordinates corresponding to the polar coordinates (R n , nθ°) of the BAPs. Assuming that M is divisible by 4, we divide the M BAPs into four quadrants, where points (
th quadrant. Let the MT's direction of travel be α°, where 0° ≤ α < 360° with respect to the positive x-axis. Also, let β n represent the azimuth of the BAP (a n , b n ) with respect to the MT's current position (x 0 , y 0 ) (see Fig. 2 ). We first narrow down the search for CBAP to within one of the four quadrants according to the algorithm shown in Fig. 3 . 
That is, α′ and β′ n will have a range of -180° to 180° if the CBAP lies in the first or fourth quadrant, and a range of 0° to 360° otherwise. We also define an additional fictitious BAP (a M , b M ) equal to (a 0 , b 0 ). Once the quadrant containing the CBAP is determined, we perform bisection search within that quadrant recursively until we obtain two BAPs, (a n , b n ) and
The algorithm for determining the CBAP is shown in Fig. 4 .
Finally, we estimate the remaining time from making handoff-request (T remain ) using the MT's current speed and its distance from the CBAP. The most-likely target handoff cell (C target ) is the cell associated with the CBAP in the BAP table, as described in Section II-A.
An important point to emphasize here is that the location information obtained from the GPS receivers are only used to estimate T remain and C target , so as to make dynamic adjustment of guard bandwidth; actual handoff-requests are still initiated based on received signal strength measurements, error rates, interference, as well as handoff protocols used [6] .
Another important point to stress is that our scheme has reasonable tolerance for prediction errors. The key objectives are to predict the correct target handoff cell, and to set aside guard bandwidth for the handoff by rejecting new calls. While the MTs could change direction and speed as it approaches the cell boundary, the target handoff cell prediction is erroneous only if the trajectory of the MT changes so much that it enters a different cell from the one predicted. In addition, we do not require precise knowledge of the exact time at which a handoff-request is made, which is an intractable task since a handoff could occur anywhere within the handoff region [6] , and a MT's speed and direction could change randomly. Our scheme would be effective so long as the system has sufficient time to set aside the required bandwidth for the handoff. Moreover, predictions are made periodically and alternative reservations would be attempted if the previous decision has become invalid.
The novelty of our scheme lies in its measurement-based approach. We do not make assumptions about the distribution of call holding times and cell dwell times, unlike other handoff prioritization approaches [3] , [11] , [24] , which could become less effective if the assumptions were invalid. By regularly updating the BAPs, our scheme is robust against changes in handoff policies, as well as in terrain and manmade features that could affect radio propagation. Having described the procedures for estimating T remain and C target , we shall explain in the next section how we could utilize these estimations for dynamic guard bandwidth adaptation.
III. DYNAMIC GUARD BANDWIDTH ADAPTATION
As mentioned in Section I, fixed guard bandwidth (B G ) schemes [3] , [4] are based on stationary traffic assumptions, and may either under-utilize bandwidth, or fail to guarantee QoS when traffic demands are non-stationary. Since we are now able to estimate T remain and C target for each MT in realtime, we could utilize bandwidth resources more efficiently by dynamically adapting B G . In the following, we first describe the dynamic adaptation of wireless B G , before we proceed to explain how the scheme could be extended towards the backbone links. The admission control algorithms of new calls and handoff calls are then given.
A. Adaptation of Wireless Guard Bandwidth
When a new call request arrives at a BS, the network shall classify it into one of the I traffic classes that is supported. We assume that each connection has symmetrical bandwidth requirements (identical requirements in both directions) to simplify our presentation, even though it is straightforward to extend our scheme to asymmetrical bandwidth requirements. predictions of T remain and C target every ∆T, it only informs the BS about its predictions if T remain is shorter than a threshold time, known as the Remaining Time to Handoff Threshold (RTHT). This limits the amount of control information that is transmitted between the MT and the BS so that it would not consume too much wireless bandwidth. Upon receiving this information, the BS would then initiate dynamic B G adaptation on behalf of the MT. The idea is to increase B G in C target whenever a MT predicts a handoff into it within RTHT, and to decrease B G by the same amount after the MT has entered the cell, or when it is no longer expected to handoff into the cell.
The RTHT could be interpreted as the time allowance given to the network to set aside the required B G for anticipated handoffs, as it waits for bandwidth to be released from active MTs that either end their calls or handoff to other cells. If RTHT is too short, insufficient bandwidth may be accumulated to accommodate the handoffs; if it is too long, the network might deny new calls over unnecessarily long periods, and result in under-utilization of bandwidth. One approach might be to obtain RTHT experimentally; the RTHT could be increased gradually until the forced-termination probability for handoff calls falls below a desired value.
If a system always sets aside sufficient bandwidth for every anticipated handoff, we would expect P F to become extremely low. This could, however, result in high P N . In practice, we only need to keep P F below a desired value, say, 2%. In addition, some MTs that were originally predicted to handoff into the cell based on its trajectory might have ended their calls before they arrive at the cell. Therefore, we do not need to increase B G by the actual bandwidth requirement for every MT that makes a reservation request. Instead, B G is only increased by a fraction of the actual bandwidth requirement. We shall refer to this fraction as reservation ratio (RR). When many traffic classes share the same pool of bandwidth resources, each traffic class is expected to experience a different P F . In addition, P F is expected to differ in different cells due to non-uniform user mobility and distribution.
Therefore, in each cell, we keep a RR matrix, where RR(i, j) is the RR for traffic class i ∈ I and neighboring cell j ∈ J, for a system with I traffic classes and J neighboring cells. That is, for a MT that belongs to traffic class i, with bandwidth requirement B i , and is anticipated to handoff to neigboring cell j within RTHT, the B G in cell j should be increased by RR(i, j)
The values of RR(i, j) are adjusted dynamically based on measured values of P F (i, j), which correspond to P F for traffic class i ∈ I and neighboring cell j ∈ J. We would decrease RR(i, j) gradually over time so long as periodic measurements of P F (i, j) happen to fall below the desired P F value, and increase it otherwise. In this way, the value of RR(i, j) would converge to some optimal value that would achieve the target P F value for every traffic class and cell. This approach also allows us to set different target P F for different traffic classes and cells, if desired.
The guard bandwidth would be reduced by exactly the same amount after the MT has handed-off, or when the call ends before the handoff, or when it is no longer expected to perform a handoff within the next RTHT. The first two conditions for bandwidth release are carried out automatically by the network, while the last condition requires the MT to signal to the network to release the bandwidth. The last condition could occur if the MT has slowed down or changed direction so much that a handoff is no longer foreseen within RTHT. In this way, bandwidth resources are not held longer than necessary. Note that bandwidth is not released for a previously reserved C target if a handoff is currently anticipated for a different C target within RTHT. This is to cater for the case where both cells are likely candidates for the handoff. To reduce the chance of a false alarm, the B G for a cell is reduced only if a handoff is not expected to occur within RTHT consistently over a number of prediction time intervals, known as the Release Reservation Threshold Time (RRTT). Typically, the RRTT should be set to a few ∆Ts. Flow chart of actions taken by MT for wireless guard bandwidth adaptation. 
B. Adaptation of Backbone Guard Bandwidth
In our work, we assume that the underlying backbone network is connection-oriented, such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [5] , [16] , [17] network, or a network that implements Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [25] . When a MT in an active call moves from one cell to another, handoff protocols [1] , [15] − [17] are necessary to reroute existing active connections to the new BS. A crossover switch (COS) is a mobility-enhanced switch on the original path of the connection between a MT and the other end-user, which acts as an anchor while rerouting the connection to the new BS. It should possess the ability to set up and release partial connections to the new and old BSs respectively, keep the connections from the other end-user to itself unchanged, and update the routing table accordingly during rerouting [17] . Depending on the scheme chosen, different switches in the network could potentially become the COS for the rerouting process. Some handoff rerouting schemes currently proposed in the literature are path extension [18] , partial path rerouting [19] , and path splicing [12] . Interested readers could refer to the above references.
While handoffs into a radio cell could only originate from its neighboring cells, handoff rerouting through a wired backbone link is dependent on network topology and the rerouting scheme used. It is therefore not as straightforward to determine how much B G should be set-aside in each backbone link. Yu and Leung [5] proposed a MVC per-call connection tree approach that reserves B G in all the links between the COS and each neighboring cell. In contrast to their scheme, our approach is much simpler and more efficient; a "tree" approach that encompasses all neighboring cells is not required because we are able to predict the most likely target handoff cell. Hence, the links whose B G need to be increased are limited to those between the COS and the target handoff cell. We could easily identify these links using the existing mechanism in the network that performs COS discovery, without adding much complexity. Note that the bandwidth requirement in wired links would be slightly smaller than in wireless links, because the wireless medium protocol stack incurs some additional overhead that depends on the medium access control (MAC) implementation. Suppose the MAC incurs γ % of overhead. 
C. Admission Control of New Calls and Handoff Calls
The admission control algorithm for new calls is straightforward. When a MT initiates a new call request, the request message is transmitted all the way to the terminal at the other end, during which each switch checks if its links involved could accommodate the new call without compromising their B G . Let S l and G l represent the spare bandwidth and B G respectively in link l ∈ L, where L is the set of links comprising the entire end-to-end connection, inclusive of the wireless link. Let R l,i be the bandwidth requirement of a connection belonging to traffic class i ∈ I in link l, where R l,i = B i if l is a wireless link, and R l,i = B i × 100/(100 + γ) otherwise.
A new call of traffic class i is admitted into the network only if
For handoff calls, the algorithm is not as straightforward because we need to provide some form of fairness among the different traffic classes. Inherently, a common B G pool that is shared by different traffic classes would favor those with smaller bandwidth requirements. This could upset our adaptive reservation ratio approach because a traffic class with low bandwidth requirement might end up with very small RR, but yet it is allowed to consume the B G reserved by other traffic classes. To solve the problem, we define the following rule. Let G l,i represent the B G in link l ∈ L that has been reserved by traffic class i ∈ I, where L now represents the set of links between the target handoff cell and the COS, inclusive of the wireless link. A handoff call of traffic class i is only admitted if it satisfies the following conditions for all l ∈ L:
The first condition is used when the spare bandwidth in link l exceeds the total B G that has been reserved by all the traffic classes. The handoff request could utilize not only its own traffic class's reservation, but also any spare bandwidth in excess of the total B G . The second condition is used when the spare bandwidth is less than the total B G . It assigns the spare bandwidth in each link according to the proportion of guard bandwidth reserved by each traffic class to achieve fairness.
IV. SIMULATION MODEL
In our work, we have written our own event-driven simulator program to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. We foresee that the backbone of future wireless broadband networks would have considerable overlap with the existing backbone used by wired broadband networks. For simulation purpose, we have chosen a metropolitan area backbone topology as shown in Fig. 6 , with 11 nodes. We assume that these nodes are mobility-enhanced switches (MESs) that are equipped with handoff-rerouting and B G adaptation functionality, in addition to the capabilities of ordinary switches/routers. We have arbitrarily overlaid 268 wireless cells above the backbone, and divided them into 11 regions as illustrated by different shadings, where each region is controlled by a single MES. The MESs are interconnected by 23 pairs of bi-directional high-speed links, each assumed to have set aside a maximum of 1000 Mb/s of bandwidth to support the wireless network traffic. The MESs are also assumed to be connected to remote switches/routers (RSs) (not shown in Fig. 6 ) via high-speed MES-RS links, which have sufficient capacity to support the worst-case scenario in which all the inter-MES links are fully loaded. We do not make any assumption about the topology of the links between each MES
and the BSs under its control, but we expect these links to be dedicated for wireless network traffic and they should not constitute bottlenecks in a new infrastructure that is properly designed. Hence the only possible backbone bottlenecks are the inter-MES links in our network topology; the inter-MES links in a real network are likely bottlenecks since they are expected to be shared by both wired and wireless network traffic.
Our 268 wireless cells shown in Fig. 6 are arranged as if they have fictitious hexagonal shape, with a radius of 500m each. However, we randomly generate 40 BAPs (M = 40) for each cell according to the following. We assume that the received signal strength (RSS) within the cell satisfies a lognormal shadowing distribution, and that for each cell, 95% of its cell edge at 500m exceeds a threshold RSS P Threshold . Based on these assumptions, we randomly generate 40 points with equal RSS P Threshold , each having a radial distance R n from the BS. The most common target handoff cell T n associated with each BAP is chosen to be the nearest neighboring BS from that BAP. We have derived the formula for generating the random radial distance R n of each BAP as: , where n path is the path-loss exponent, and X σ is a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random variable (in dB) with standard deviation σ (also in dB). The BS's antenna is assumed to be omni-directional here. Note that the actual transmission power and gain of the BS's antenna, as well as the value of P Threshold , are not required. The above method of generating BAPs emulates the case where a RSS threshold (P Threshold ) is used to initiate handoffs. The distribution of BAPs would differ when different handoff strategies [22] are used, since our BAPs are approximations of actual handoff-request positions. However, the above should be more than sufficient to create an irregular cell boundary for simulation purpose. In the simulations, we use three traffic classes with different characteristics as shown in Table I . We assume that each call is a unicast call made between a MT and another end-terminal (ET) outside the wireless network. As mentioned earlier in Section III, we assume symmetrical bandwidth requirements for simplicity of presentation. In addition, we do not differentiate between calls initiated by MTs or ETs, because their end-to-end bandwidth requirements are essentially the same (their signaling and protocol differences are beyond the scope of this work). A call from the ET is routed from a remote switch via MES-RS link to any of the 11 MESs with equal probability, from which it is then routed through inter-MES links using shortest-path algorithm to reach the MES that serves the MT. Since we assume that the dedicated links between a MES and its BSs are non-bottlenecks, we have disregarded the routing between the final MES and the BS serving the MT. Note that an active call does not alter the set of inter-MES links that it utilizes unless the MT handoffs to a cell controlled by a different MES.
The interarrival times of MTs making/receiving a call in each cell are exponentially distributed with parameter λ new calls/s/cell, and the probability of a call belonging to traffic classes 1, 2 or 3 are 0.7, 0.2 and 0.1 respectively. The call holding times are assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameters shown in Table I .
We describe our MT's mobility model in the following. We do not claim that our model closely resembles the behavior of a real mobile user; mobility modeling is beyond the scope of our work and interested readers could refer to [9] , [10] . The main purpose of our simulations is to provide some insight into the performance of our proposed scheme using simple but reasonable mobility model. We assume that a MT's initial position within the cell during call establishment is uniformly distributed. Its initial speed follows a truncated Gaussian distribution [6] , [23] , with mean S mean and standard deviation σ speed , limited to the range [0, S max ]. We also assume that each MT will travel towards a random virtual destination cell (VDC) chosen from the 268 cells in the network with equal probability. A MT's initial direction of travel is assumed to be heading towards the center of the VDC. Its speed and direction may change according to the Bernoulli Process with probability P Bernoulli at every position update time interval ∆T. The change in speed follows a zero mean truncated Gaussian distribution having a standard deviation of σ speed, and new speed is confined to the range [0, S max ]. The new heading of each MT, on the other hand, is chosen from a zero mean Gaussian distribution having a standard deviation of σ heading∆ , from the current direction towards the center of the VDC. For simplicity, we only update the position of each MT every ∆T, starting from its call establishment time. Among a series of points that are within 50m from one or more BAPs, we assume that a handoff occurs at one of these points with equal probability. The target BS is chosen to be the nearest BS from the handoff position (even though this may not always be the case in a real network [26] ). For simplicity, we have assumed hard handoffs in our simulations. Note that our proposed scheme could be applied to both hard and soft handoffs. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the results obtained based on the simulation model described in the previous section. It must be emphasized that these simulation results are highly dependent on the underlying network topology, mobility model, as well as simulation parameters assumed; they only serve to provide some intuition into the performance of our proposed scheme.
Due to the heterogeneous bandwidth requirements of the three different traffic classes, our offered load for each cell is defined in a different way from the normal practice in the literature. We define a "normalized offered load" as follows: ], and λ HO,i are obtained through simulations, and they differ for each cell in the network. In the above expression, we have chosen to normalize the offered load with respect to the radio bandwidth capacity of a wireless cell; the inter-MES link capacity is not used. Also, we have assumed that B i is the same in both wireless and inter-MES links for simplicity throughout the rest of this paper. Since the performance of a handoff-prioritization scheme is highly dependent on the relative proportion of handoff-requests versus new call requests, we have defined a handoff-request to new call request (HO:NC) ratio as Although we have assumed uniform new call arrival rates throughout the entire network, the mobility model that we have chosen creates unequal handoff-request arrival rates among different cells. With this model, wireless cells that are closer to the center of the network would experience more handoff-requests than those at the rim of the network. Fig. 7(a) shows the distribution of the HO:NC ratio in the entire network for λ new = 0.5 calls/s/cell when our dynamic B G adaptation scheme is implemented. The x and y axes correspond to the horizontal and vertical axes respectively of the network topology shown in Fig. 6 . For a fixed value of λ new , the new call requests' offered load is a constant. Therefore, any variation in the HO:NC ratio is caused by the differences in its handoff-requests' offered load. The high HO:NC ratio near the center of the network in turn leads to high normalized offered load L in those cells, as shown in network due to high L. In the following, we shall investigate the average values of P N and P F for λ new ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 calls/s/cell among 20 wireless cells that are chosen from the center of the network. Fig. 8(a) shows the corresponding results for the case without dynamic B G adaptation. As expected, traffic class 3 experienced the worst performance among the three traffic classes due to its huge bandwidth requirement. Its P F exceeds our target value of 2% when λ new is greater than 0.3 calls/s/cell. Fig. 8(b) shows the corresponding results when our dynamic B G adaptation scheme is implemented. As can be seen, when λ new is smaller than 0.3 calls/s/cell, P N and P F remain relatively unchanged compared with the case without B G . This shows that our scheme does not lead to unnecessary blocking so long as the target P F 's for all respective classes are met. When λ new is greater than 0.3 calls/s/cell, our dynamic B G adaptation scheme is able to keep all the P F 's below the target value of 2%. This is achieved at the expense of increasing the P N 's to much higher values than before; the target P F 's are achieved at all cost. While the P N 's may seem unreasonably high, it must be emphasized that the normalized offered load L is approximately 0.89 among these 20 cells, while the HO:NC ratio is approximately 12 when λ new = 0.5 calls/s/cell (see Fig.  7 (a) and (b)). The effect of HO:NC ratio plays an extremely important role in determining how much tradeoff the P N 's are likely to suffer. When handoffs are not prioritized, the HO:NC ratio has no effect on the values of P N and P F . On the other hand, when handoffs are prioritized, a larger HO:NC ratio would require a larger B G , hence leading to higher P N . Fig. 9(a) and (b) illustrate the variation of P N and P F respectively for class 3 calls when λ new = 0.5 calls/s/cell and no B G is implemented. Fig. 9(c) and (d) show the corresponding values obtained from our dynamic B G adaptation scheme. By comparing Fig. 9(c) with Fig. 9(a) , we find that our scheme does not increase P N 's unnecessarily in those wireless cells nearer to the rim of the network, whose P F 's have already satisfied the target value of 2% (see Fig.  9(b) ) even without the use of B G . On the other hand, for those wireless cells further away from the rim of the network that were unable to achieve their target P F 's without B G , their P N 's have been increased considerably with B G . Fig. 9(d) shows that our scheme is able to achieve the target P F of 2% for all the cells in the entire network.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a dynamic B G scheme that adapts the amount of B G in both wired and wireless links according to real-time handoff predictions made by individual MTs. Our scheme is leveraged by the expected widespread availability of GPS-capable wireless devices in the near future. Instead of relying on accurate pdfs of individual MT's mobility and call behavior, predictions are made by individual MTs based on real-time position information obtained from their integrated GPS-receivers as well as handoff-request boundary information that is approximated and broadcasted by the BS. Our simulation results demonstrate that our proposed scheme is able to meet the specified forced termination probability of 2% even when the normalized offered load is as high as 0.89 and handoff-requests' offered load is 12 times the new call requests' offered load. We have also shown that our scheme is able to adapt itself such that new call blocking probabilities are not increased unnecessarily if the specified P F 's could be met without the use of B G .
The proposed scheme is independent of the underlying handoff parameters used. Handoff-request boundary information is approximated by individual BSs based on handoff-request positions previously reported by other MTs. Regular updates of such information make our scheme robust against modifications in handoff policy, as well as changes in terrain and manmade features that could affect radio propagation. Reasonably low wireless bandwidth is used in the process. The proposed scheme is dynamic and proactive, as B G is adjusted "on the fly" only when a handoff is anticipated to occur in the near future. It is also scalable, because all the mechanisms are performed in a distributed manner. Moreover, it is suitable for future wireless broadband networks with heterogeneous bandwidth requirements, because B G is adjusted according to the anticipated needs of each MT. 
